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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Investors have filed a total of 365 shareholder resolutions on environmental

and social issues, which is more than they had at this point in 2012, when

the tally stood at only 345.  Political spending resolutions continue to

dominate the agenda, totaling one-third of all the proposals filed so far.

Resolutions concerning climate and energy, other environmental issues, and

sustainable governance (including reporting) combined make up about equal

parts of another 38% of the total.  Human rights and decent work proposals

make up a modest 8%, although some of these concerns are folded into the

sustainability reporting requests.  Proponents continue to promote board

diversity and the need for board oversight of several different issues,

accounting for another 6%, while employment diversity—mostly related to

equal rights for lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender people—make up a

further 6%.  The final 9% is a grab-bag, with notably far fewer on animal

welfare than in 2012.

There are 284 resolutions now pending, just a little more than the 279 in mid-

February 2012.  Companies have lodged 80 challenges to these proposals

at the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), which has rejected nine

challenges, accepted 30, and still must decide upon another 41.

2013 Overview and New Issues
This section provides a brief overview of the upcoming proxy season,

highlighting new issues and continued big campaigns.  The main body of the

report gives a detailed analysis for each category listed here.  In an effort to

mirror the broader discussion about ESG—environmental, social, and

governance issues—the report this year is divided into these categories.  We

are using the term “sustainable governance” to designate resolutions that

relate to how a company addresses a wide variety of sustainability concerns at the board level (through membership as well as committee

structures and responsibilities) and in its overall reporting.  A handful of proposals relating to the equitable provision of financial services also

are grouped together.  Finally, we describe together a few resolutions proffered by politically conservative groups, since these take a polar

opposite perspective from all the other proposals filed.

ENVIRONMENT
Climate change: There are 41 resolutions that focus specifically on climate change, with a common theme of disclosure.  As in 2012,

energy efficiency reporting and target setting makes up the biggest chunk.  In a new development, the SEC has just reversed itself and

approved for investor consideration a resolution that asks two major banks—JPMorgan Chase and PNC Financial Group—to report on

how they consider greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions in their financing practices, something it rejected just three years ago as ordinary

business.  Also new are proposals at three shale gas firms to report on methane emissions and targets.  Linkage between water scarcity

risks and severe weather, as well as support for sustainable palm oil production and a new iteration of climate risk reporting, round out the

climate agenda this proxy season.  One of the risk report requests, to CONSOL Energy, raises the question of potentially stranded assets

in the firm’s large U.S. coal reserves—an issue highlighted by the burgeoning campus fossil fuel divestment campaign.

Environmental management: Seventeen resolutions to coal, shale gas, and nuclear power generators ask for more information

about how they are dealing with environmental and community risks.  Seven proposals ask electronics retailers, purveyors of food, and big

box stores to take greater responsibility for recycling packaging and disposing of products after use.  There also is a campaign from faith-

based investors to get five retailers and communications companies to properly handle lead from batteries, alongside four proposals on

mercury, safe cosmetics, and polychlorinated biphenyl (PCBs).  Water management is at issue at just a couple of companies, as well.
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Industrial agriculture: Religious investors and socially responsible investing firms have expanded the number of resolutions asking

companies to label, report on, or remove genetically modified organisms from products (seven proposals).  On the animal welfare front, People

for the Ethical Treatment of Animals (PETA) has a new request, asking three food companies to use only polled cattle, but few other resolutions

on farm animal welfare will go to votes, with none likely on pig gestation crates, cage-free eggs, or poultry slaughter—subjects that had

become more prevalent for a few years.

SOCIAL ISSUES
Animal testing: PETA does have five pending laboratory animal welfare resolutions that ask for more information from contract lab firms

and drug companies, raising concerns it long has championed about compliance with animal welfare standards.  Calvert Investments also

has a new proposal to Church & Dwight about how it will handle non-animal product testing given a new European ban.

Corporate political activity: The biggest set of resolutions by far—a total of 125 or one-third of all the filings—concerns the extent

of corporate influence on the political system, both before and after elections.  There are more lobbying resolutions (51, up from 40 last year)

and the Center for Political Accountability (CPA) continues its quest for more oversight and transparency from companies (51 proposals use

the CPA model).  Hybrid proposals combining both types of spending also are on the agenda, as is a new proposal exhorting companies

to make their political disbursements congruent with expressed corporate values.  Two early high votes on lobbying—37% at VISA and 32%

at Accenture—suggest investors haven’t lost their desire for more corporate transparency.  Shareholders also will be able to weigh in on

whether they think companies should give at all in elections (seven proposals).

Companies also face pressure from a potential rulemaking the SEC says it will consider this year, which ultimately could require firms to

disclose campaign spending in securities filings, although this process could take several years and has many opportunities to stall.  Following

new company disclosures from Qualcomm, the New York State Common Retirement Fund (NYSCRF) has just withdrawn its Delaware

Chancery Court lawsuit that argued investors have the right to see a company’s books and records about direct and indirect political

spending.  While there was no court ruling, the suit opened a potential new front to compel disclosure; a decision would potentially affect

60% of the largest U.S. companies.

Decent work: Supply chain labor rights still are being folded mostly into broader sustainability reporting requests, but a pay disparity

resolution at McDonald’s is seeking implementation of a currently stalled provision of the Dodd-Frank financial reform law that would

compare CEO pay to the firm’s lowest wage earners.

Diversity in the workplace: Only a dozen companies are facing requests to adopt sexual orientation and gender identity non-

discrimination policies—a number that has likely diminished since so many big companies have agreed to do so.  This makes those that

still resist such policies stand out more clearly; three new firms have adopted policies so far this year and four companies, including perennial

target Exxon Mobil, face pending proposals.  Religious investors also still want Home Depot to report on its workforce composition, in a

resolution that will come to a vote for the 12th year in a row.

Health: After SEC challenges and a withdrawal, it looks like none of the proposals to media companies suggesting they follow the Surgeon

General’s recommendation to give R ratings for the depiction of smoking will go to votes.  A repeat resolution on childhood obesity and fast

food is pending at McDonald’s, however.

Human rights: Faith-based investors affiliated with the Interfaith Center on Corporate Responsibility (ICCR) continue to take the lead on

human rights resolutions.  They are asking companies to adopt a relatively new set of business and human rights principles promulgated

by the United Nations and also want travel firms and a food company to combat human trafficking.  Investors Against Genocide also is back

in the fray with proposals to two banks asking them to divest from companies connected to genocide. Caterpillar faces three resolutions

about military use of its armored bulldozers in conflict zones.

Media: Social investment houses want three communications companies to report on how they are ensuring net neutrality (a vote seems

possible at SprintNextel) and another three firms to report on how they ensure electronic privacy and avoid data security risks (a vote

seems possible at eBay).

SUSTAINABLE GOVERNANCE
Board diversity: At least a dozen proposals have been filed by investors interested in greater board diversity; most of these are likely

to be withdrawn as the proponents reach accords with company officials but none has been announced to date.

Board oversight: NYSCRF has at least three resolutions pending on the nomination of environmental experts to the board.  Votes on

neither of two proposals seeking board committee on tobacco marketing seem likely, but Apple investors will vote at the end of February

on a request for a board-level sustainability committee.

http://www.iccr.org
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Chevron and investor relations—In response to Chevron’s unique decision to legally compel disclosure from investors of

their communications with company critics, there is a resolution asking the company’s board to explain the rationale for its actions and

assess their impact on investor relations and the company’s reputation.  Chevron has filed a challenge at the SEC, however, and a vote is

not certain.

Sustainability oversight and reporting: A total of 32 resolutions seek sustainability reports on company operations and/or supply

chains and another two ask for sustainability links to executive compensation.  Calvert Investments has a new request to four companies

asking for a board commitment to sustainability, as well.

ECONOMIC (EQUITABLE FINANCE)
Just two proposals at Bank of America and Wells Fargo that ask for an independent review of mortgage practices in light of fair lending

laws may go to votes, although there are pending SEC challenges to both.  The SEC also decided that other payday lending resolutions

from religious and social investors at three other companies related to ordinary business, which suggests that a fourth proposal challenged

on the same grounds also will be omitted.

CONSERVATIVES
Si2 has identified only four resolutions so far from politically conservative groups, about public policy advocacy and expressing opposition

to abortion, but no votes are likely.

Download the full report at www.proxypreview.org
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